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Gender DiscriminationGender Discrimination

2 Sexual HarassmentSexual Harassment

3 CITY FAILED TO PREVENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT BY CITY FAILED TO PREVENT SEXUAL HARASSMENT BY 
LIFEGUARD SUPERVISORSLIFEGUARD SUPERVISORS

FaragherFaragher v. Boca Ratonv. Boca Raton, , 

524 U. S. 775 (1998)524 U. S. 775 (1998)

4 employer may be held liable for the acts of a supervisory employemployer may be held liable for the acts of a supervisory employeeee

whose sexual harassment of subordinates has created a hostile wowhose sexual harassment of subordinates has created a hostile work rk 

environmentenvironment

5 1992, 1992, FaragherFaragher brought an action against Terry, Silverman, and the brought an action against Terry, Silverman, and the 
City, asserting claims under Title VII, 42 U. S. C.City, asserting claims under Title VII, 42 U. S. C.

6 It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to fIt shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to fail or ail or 
refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to 

discriminate against any individual discriminate against any individual 

7 with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privilegwith respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of es of 
employment, employment, 

because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or natibecause of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. onal origin. 

42 U. S. C. Section 2000e42 U. S. C. Section 2000e--2(a)(1). 2(a)(1). 

8 FaragherFaragher allegedalleged
created a "sexually hostile atmosphere" at the beach created a "sexually hostile atmosphere" at the beach 
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by repeatedly subjecting by repeatedly subjecting FaragherFaragher and other female lifeguards and other female lifeguards 

9 to "uninvited and offensive touching,"to "uninvited and offensive touching,"
making lewd remarks, making lewd remarks, 

and by speaking of women in offensive terms.and by speaking of women in offensive terms.

10 ABUSIVE WORKING ENVIRONMENT?ABUSIVE WORKING ENVIRONMENT?

11 sexual harassment violates Title VII sexual harassment violates Title VII 

when it is when it is ““so severe or pervasive as to alter the conditions of the so severe or pervasive as to alter the conditions of the 

victim's employment and create an abusive working environment.victim's employment and create an abusive working environment.””

12 these these ““standards for judging hostility are sufficiently demanding standards for judging hostility are sufficiently demanding 

to ensure that Title VII does not become a to ensure that Title VII does not become a ‘‘general civility codegeneral civility code’’." ." 

13 sexually objectionable environment must be both objectively and sexually objectionable environment must be both objectively and 
subjectively offensive, subjectively offensive, 

reasonable person would find hostile or abusive, and one that threasonable person would find hostile or abusive, and one that the e 

victim in fact did perceive to be so.victim in fact did perceive to be so.

14 whether an environment is sufficiently hostile or abusive by "lowhether an environment is sufficiently hostile or abusive by "looking at oking at 
all the circumstances," all the circumstances," 

15 including the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severincluding the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severity; ity; 

whether it is physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere owhether it is physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere offensive ffensive 

utterance; utterance; 
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16 and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee's work and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee's work 
performanceperformance

17 teasing, offhand comments, and isolated incidents (unless extremteasing, offhand comments, and isolated incidents (unless extremely ely 
serious) serious) 

will not amount to discriminatory changes in the "terms and condwill not amount to discriminatory changes in the "terms and conditions itions 

of employment."of employment."

18 such as the sporadic use of abusive language, gendersuch as the sporadic use of abusive language, gender--related jokesrelated jokes

19 reasonable to hold an employer liable for sexual harassment by areasonable to hold an employer liable for sexual harassment by a
supervisor, supervisor, 

particularly when such misconduct is particularly when such misconduct is ““made possible by abuse of his made possible by abuse of his 

supervisory authority.supervisory authority.””

20 agency relationship affords contact with an employee subjected tagency relationship affords contact with an employee subjected to a o a 
supervisor's sexual harassment, supervisor's sexual harassment, 

and the victim may well be reluctant to accept the risks of blowand the victim may well be reluctant to accept the risks of blowing the ing the 

whistle on a superior. whistle on a superior. 

21 employer has a greater opportunity to guard against misconduct bemployer has a greater opportunity to guard against misconduct by y 
supervisors supervisors 

than by common workers; than by common workers; 

22 employers have greater opportunity and incentive to screen them,employers have greater opportunity and incentive to screen them, train train 
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them, and monitor their performance. them, and monitor their performance. 

23 employee also has a duty to avoid or mitigate harm, employee also has a duty to avoid or mitigate harm, 

"to use such means as are reasonable under the circumstances to "to use such means as are reasonable under the circumstances to 

avoid or minimize the damages"avoid or minimize the damages"

24 defendant employer may avoid such liability defendant employer may avoid such liability 

if the following two points can be established:if the following two points can be established:

25 (a) that the employer exercised reasonable care (a) that the employer exercised reasonable care 

to prevent and correct promptly any sexually harassing behavior,to prevent and correct promptly any sexually harassing behavior,

26 and (b) that the plaintiff employee unreasonably failed to take and (b) that the plaintiff employee unreasonably failed to take 
advantage of any preventive or corrective opportunities advantage of any preventive or corrective opportunities 

provided by the employer or to avoid harm otherwise. provided by the employer or to avoid harm otherwise. 

27 Supreme Court held Supreme Court held ““as a matter of law that the City could NOT be as a matter of law that the City could NOT be 
found to have exercised reasonable care found to have exercised reasonable care 

to prevent the supervisors' harassing conduct.to prevent the supervisors' harassing conduct.””

28 City had entirely failed to disseminate its policy against sexuaCity had entirely failed to disseminate its policy against sexual l 
harassment among the beach employeesharassment among the beach employees

officials made no attempt to keep track of the conduct of supervofficials made no attempt to keep track of the conduct of supervisorsisors
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29 City's policy did not include any assurance that the harassing City's policy did not include any assurance that the harassing 
supervisors could be bypassed in registering complaintssupervisors could be bypassed in registering complaints

30 SEXUAL HARASSMENT CLAIM AGAINST WOMENSEXUAL HARASSMENT CLAIM AGAINST WOMEN’’S SOCCER S SOCCER 
COACHCOACH

JENNINGS JENNINGS 

v. UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA (4th Cir. 2007)  v. UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA (4th Cir. 2007)  

31 Jennings, a former student and soccer player at the University oJennings, a former student and soccer player at the University of North f North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC or the University), Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC or the University), 

32 claims that her coach,claims that her coach,
DorranceDorrance, persistently and openly pried into and discussed the sex , persistently and openly pried into and discussed the sex 

lives of his players lives of his players 

and made sexually charged comments,and made sexually charged comments,

33 creating a hostile environment in the women's soccer program.creating a hostile environment in the women's soccer program.

alleging violations of Title IX.alleging violations of Title IX.

34 fall of her freshman year Jennings notified UNC about the hostilfall of her freshman year Jennings notified UNC about the hostile e 
sexual environment sexual environment 

DorranceDorrance had created within the women's soccer program.had created within the women's soccer program.

35 dismissed these concerns and suggested that Jennings simply "wordismissed these concerns and suggested that Jennings simply "work it k it 
out" with out" with DorranceDorrance..

complaint thus remained unaddressed by the UNC administration.complaint thus remained unaddressed by the UNC administration.
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36 Jennings stayed on the team until she was cut by Jennings stayed on the team until she was cut by DorranceDorrance
sophomore year, sophomore year, 

cited inadequate fitness as the reason.cited inadequate fitness as the reason.

37 Director of Athletics conducted an administrative review Director of Athletics conducted an administrative review 

pursuant to pursuant to UNC'sUNC's sexual harassment policy. sexual harassment policy. 

38 review ended with Athletic Director sending a letter of apology review ended with Athletic Director sending a letter of apology to to 
Jennings's father Jennings's father 

and a brief, mild letter of reprimand to and a brief, mild letter of reprimand to DorranceDorrance..

39 lawsuit was filed, Jennings was threatened and harassed lawsuit was filed, Jennings was threatened and harassed 

to the extent that UNC officials warned her that they could not to the extent that UNC officials warned her that they could not 

guarantee her safety on campusguarantee her safety on campus

40 Title IX provides that "[Title IX provides that "[n]on]o person . . . shall, on the basis of sex, be person . . . shall, on the basis of sex, be 
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or beexcluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be

subjected to discrimination under any education program or activsubjected to discrimination under any education program or activity ity 

receiving Federal financial assistance." 20 U.S.C. receiving Federal financial assistance." 20 U.S.C. §§1681(a).1681(a).

41 Discrimination under Title IX includes coachDiscrimination under Title IX includes coach--onon--student sexual student sexual 
harassment harassment 

that creates a hostile environment in a school sports program.that creates a hostile environment in a school sports program.
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42 establish a Title IX claim on the basis of sexual harassmentestablish a Title IX claim on the basis of sexual harassment
must show must show 

(1) she was a student at an educational institution receiving fe(1) she was a student at an educational institution receiving federal deral 

funds, funds, 

(2) she was subjected to harassment based on her sex, (2) she was subjected to harassment based on her sex, 

43 (3) the harassment was sufficiently severe or pervasive to creat(3) the harassment was sufficiently severe or pervasive to create a e a 
hostile (or abusive) environment in an educational program or achostile (or abusive) environment in an educational program or activity, tivity, 

and and 

(4) there is a basis for imputing liability to the institution.(4) there is a basis for imputing liability to the institution.

44 Sexual harassment occurs when the victim is subjected to sexSexual harassment occurs when the victim is subjected to sex--specific specific 
language language 

that is aimed to humiliate, ridicule, or intimidate.that is aimed to humiliate, ridicule, or intimidate.

45 coach's sexually charged comments in a team setting, even if notcoach's sexually charged comments in a team setting, even if not
directed specifically to the plaintiff, are relevant to determindirected specifically to the plaintiff, are relevant to determining whether ing whether 

the plaintiff was subjected to sexthe plaintiff was subjected to sex--based harassment.based harassment.

46 UNC argues that UNC argues that Dorrance'sDorrance's sexsex--focused comments were "of a joking focused comments were "of a joking 
and teasing nature" and teasing nature" 

that did not amount to sexual harassment. that did not amount to sexual harassment. 

47 Dorrance'sDorrance's persistent, sexpersistent, sex--oriented discussions, both in team settings oriented discussions, both in team settings 
and in private, were degrading and humiliating to his players beand in private, were degrading and humiliating to his players because cause 

they were women.they were women.
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48 conduct went far beyond simple teasing and qualified as sexual conduct went far beyond simple teasing and qualified as sexual 
harassment.harassment.

49 whether Jennings proffers facts to permit a finding that whether Jennings proffers facts to permit a finding that Dorrance'sDorrance's sexsex--
based harassment was sufficiently severe or pervasive to create based harassment was sufficiently severe or pervasive to create a a 

hostile or abusive environment in the women's soccer program. hostile or abusive environment in the women's soccer program. 

50 Harassment reaches the sufficiently severe or pervasive levelHarassment reaches the sufficiently severe or pervasive level
creates "an environment that a reasonable person would find hostcreates "an environment that a reasonable person would find hostile or ile or 

abusive" and that the victim herself "subjectively abusive" and that the victim herself "subjectively perceive[sperceive[s] . . . to be ] . . . to be 

abusive."abusive."

51 All the circumstances are examined, including the positions and All the circumstances are examined, including the positions and ages ages 
of the harasser and victim, of the harasser and victim, 

52 whether the harassment was frequent, severe, humiliating, or whether the harassment was frequent, severe, humiliating, or 
physically threateningphysically threatening

whether it effectively deprived the victim of educational opportwhether it effectively deprived the victim of educational opportunities or unities or 

benefits.benefits.

53 standards for judging hostility ensure that Title IX does not bestandards for judging hostility ensure that Title IX does not become a come a 
"general civility code.""general civility code."

Simple teasing, offhand comments, and isolated incidents (unlessSimple teasing, offhand comments, and isolated incidents (unless

extremely serious) will not amount to discriminationextremely serious) will not amount to discrimination

54 jury could reasonably find that jury could reasonably find that Dorrance'sDorrance's persistent sexual persistent sexual 
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harassment harassment 

was sufficiently degrading to young women to create a hostile orwas sufficiently degrading to young women to create a hostile or

abusive environment.abusive environment.

55 DorranceDorrance abused his power as coach to ask his players questions a abused his power as coach to ask his players questions a 
father would not askfather would not ask

talked openly about his players' sex lives in a way that was talked openly about his players' sex lives in a way that was 

disrespectful and degrading.disrespectful and degrading.

56 DorranceDorrance was a fortywas a forty--fivefive--yearyear--old man probing into and commenting old man probing into and commenting 
about the sexual activities of young womenabout the sexual activities of young women

57 if Jennings's version of the facts is believed,if Jennings's version of the facts is believed,
DorranceDorrance took advantage of the informal team setting to cross the line took advantage of the informal team setting to cross the line 

and engage in real sexual harassment that created a hostile or aand engage in real sexual harassment that created a hostile or abusive busive 

environment.environment.

58 sexual harassment victim "can be said" to have been deprived sexual harassment victim "can be said" to have been deprived 
of access to educational opportunities or benefits of access to educational opportunities or benefits 

59 when the harassment has "a concrete, negative effect on [the vicwhen the harassment has "a concrete, negative effect on [the victim's] tim's] 
ability" to participate in an educational program or activity.ability" to participate in an educational program or activity.

60 evidence showing that evidence showing that Dorrance'sDorrance's severe and pervasive sexual severe and pervasive sexual 
harassment harassment 

concretely and negatively affected her ability to participate inconcretely and negatively affected her ability to participate in the the 
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soccer program.soccer program.

61 jury could reasonably find that the harassment interfered substajury could reasonably find that the harassment interfered substantially ntially 
with Jennings's ability to participate in the soccer program. with Jennings's ability to participate in the soccer program. 

62 institution can be held liable for a Title IX violation only if institution can be held liable for a Title IX violation only if "an official "an official 
who . . . has authority to address the alleged discrimination anwho . . . has authority to address the alleged discrimination and to d to 

institute corrective measures . . . institute corrective measures . . . 

63 has actual knowledge of discrimination in the [institution's] prhas actual knowledge of discrimination in the [institution's] programs ograms 

and fails adequately to respond" or displays "deliberate indiffeand fails adequately to respond" or displays "deliberate indiffe rence" to rence" to 

discrimination.discrimination.

64 UNC'sUNC's highest ranking lawyer and an official responsible for highest ranking lawyer and an official responsible for 
fielding sexual harassment complaints dismissed this complaintfielding sexual harassment complaints dismissed this complaint

65 telling Jennings that telling Jennings that DorranceDorrance was a "great guy" and that she should was a "great guy" and that she should 
work out her problems directly with him.  work out her problems directly with him.  

66 University's failure to take any action to remedy the situation University's failure to take any action to remedy the situation 

would allow a rational jury to find deliberate indifference to owould allow a rational jury to find deliberate indifference to ongoing ngoing 

discrimination.discrimination.

67 Jennings has presented sufficient evidence to raise Jennings has presented sufficient evidence to raise triabletriable questions of questions of 
fact fact 

on all disputed elements of her Title IX claim against UNC,on all disputed elements of her Title IX claim against UNC,
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68 administrative official with authority to take action against administrative official with authority to take action against DorranceDorrance, , 
failed to act and thereby allowed failed to act and thereby allowed Dorrance'sDorrance's sexual harassment to sexual harassment to 

continue unchecked.continue unchecked.

69 CITY RESPONDS APPROPRIATELY TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT CITY RESPONDS APPROPRIATELY TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
CLAIM CLAIM 

no "employer liability" for the alleged harassment.no "employer liability" for the alleged harassment.

70 ssexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination exual harassment is a form of sex discrimination 

that violates Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.that violates Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

71 Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and otherUnwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual 

harassmentharassment

72 when this conduct explicitly or implicitly affects an individualwhen this conduct explicitly or implicitly affects an individual's 's 
employment, unreasonably interferes with an individual's work employment, unreasonably interferes with an individual's work 

performance, or creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive wperformance, or creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work ork 

environment.environment.

73 HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTHOSTILE ENVIRONMENT

74 NievaardNievaard v. v. 
City of Ann Arbor City of Ann Arbor 

(6th Cir. 2005)(6th Cir. 2005)

75 first female hired for the position of Parks Maintenance Foreperfirst female hired for the position of Parks Maintenance Foreperson by son by 
the City of Ann Arborthe City of Ann Arbor
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76 in response to in response to NievaardNievaard’’ss sexual harassment claims, the Citysexual harassment claims, the City’’s Human s Human 
Resources Department (HR) conducted an investigationResources Department (HR) conducted an investigation

77 HR found that HR found that NievaardNievaard had been had been ““subject to rumors about her subject to rumors about her 
relationships, comments about her appearance and clothing,relationships, comments about her appearance and clothing,

78 questions about her competence, questions about her decisions questions about her competence, questions about her decisions 
and orders, insubordination by various employees, [and] name and orders, insubordination by various employees, [and] name 
callingcalling

79 attitude that has been allowed to pervade the workplaceattitude that has been allowed to pervade the workplace”” at the Parks at the Parks 
and Recreation Headquarters.and Recreation Headquarters.

80 HR department made several attempts to eliminate the harassment.HR department made several attempts to eliminate the harassment.

81 tried to tried to ““educate Parks and Recreation management about the City's educate Parks and Recreation management about the City's 
Policy 404, which prohibited discrimination and harassment,Policy 404, which prohibited discrimination and harassment,

82 harassment was continuing because of a lack of cooperation and harassment was continuing because of a lack of cooperation and 
followfollow--through by Parks Department management.through by Parks Department management.””

83 HR Department foundHR Department found
Parks Department senior management, ceased enforcing Policy 404Parks Department senior management, ceased enforcing Policy 404

84 district court concluded that the City's "prompt and adequate redistrict court concluded that the City's "prompt and adequate remedial medial 
measures" measures" 

precluded any finding of gender discrimination based upon a hostprecluded any finding of gender discrimination based upon a hostile ile 
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work environmentwork environment

85 NievaardNievaard appealed.appealed.

whether whether ““the City made a goodthe City made a good--faith effort to respond to the faith effort to respond to the 

harassment.harassment.””

86 employee alleging a hostile work environment based on sexual employee alleging a hostile work environment based on sexual 
harassment must show harassment must show 

(1) the employee was a member of a protected class; (1) the employee was a member of a protected class; 

(2) the employee was subjected to unwelcome sexual harassment; (2) the employee was subjected to unwelcome sexual harassment; 

87 (3) the harassment(3) the harassment complained of was based on sex; complained of was based on sex; 
(4) the charged sexual harassment created a hostile working (4) the charged sexual harassment created a hostile working 
environment; environment; 
and (5) the existence of employer liability. and (5) the existence of employer liability. 

88 hostile work environment occurs when the workplace is permeated hostile work environment occurs when the workplace is permeated with with 
discriminatory intimidation, ridicule, and insultdiscriminatory intimidation, ridicule, and insult

89 sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of the sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of the victim's victim's 
employment employment 

and create an abusive working environment."and create an abusive working environment."

90 conduct must be so severe or pervasive as to constitute a hostilconduct must be so severe or pervasive as to constitute a hostile or e or 
abusive working environment abusive working environment 

both to the reasonable person and the actual victim.both to the reasonable person and the actual victim.””
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91 NievaardNievaard had had ““failed to establish that the City did not respond promptly failed to establish that the City did not respond promptly 
and adequately to her complaints.and adequately to her complaints.””

92 NievaardNievaard had failed to establish employer liability for a hostile work had failed to establish employer liability for a hostile work 
environment based on sexual harassment.  environment based on sexual harassment.  

93 employer is only liable "if it knew oremployer is only liable "if it knew or should have known of the charged should have known of the charged 
sexual harassment sexual harassment 

and failed to implement prompt and appropriate corrective actionand failed to implement prompt and appropriate corrective action..

94 employer must demonstrate that it "'exercised reasonable care employer must demonstrate that it "'exercised reasonable care 
to prevent and correct promptly any sexually harassing to prevent and correct promptly any sexually harassing 
behavior,behavior,

95

alleged harassment attributed to her supervisor was not based onalleged harassment attributed to her supervisor was not based on

Nievaard'sNievaard's gender.gender.

96 supervisor had supervisor had ““questioned her integrity, questioned her integrity, 

and questioned her about her personal use of a cityand questioned her about her personal use of a city--issued cell phone issued cell phone 

and truckand truck

97 such incidents are not alleged to have occurred such incidents are not alleged to have occurred ‘‘because of sexbecause of sex’’."  ."  

98 NievaardNievaard had not alleged that a claim of retaliatory discharge in her had not alleged that a claim of retaliatory discharge in her 
complaint against the City. complaint against the City. 
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99 alleged that her supervisor had discriminated against her based alleged that her supervisor had discriminated against her based on on 
gender gender 

when he told her that when he told her that ““if she wanted to fit in, she should dress less if she wanted to fit in, she should dress less 

femininely.femininely. ””

100 manager's warning, without more, that plaintiff's clothing is manager's warning, without more, that plaintiff's clothing is 
inappropriate in the workplace is not sexual harassmentinappropriate in the workplace is not sexual harassment

101 NievaardNievaard had not demonstrated that these particular comments about had not demonstrated that these particular comments about 
her dress her dress 

were anything more than a legitimate concern about the were anything more than a legitimate concern about the 

appropriateness of her attire.appropriateness of her attire.

102 only other possibility of sexual harassment had to be committed only other possibility of sexual harassment had to be committed by by 
NievaardNievaard’’ss coco--workers.workers.

some of the incidents were some of the incidents were ““clearly based on clearly based on Nievaard'sNievaard's sex,sex,

103 nonnon--sexual conduct may be illegally sexsexual conduct may be illegally sex--based and properly based and properly 
considered in a hostile environment analysis considered in a hostile environment analysis 

where it can be shown that but for the employee's sex, she wouldwhere it can be shown that but for the employee's sex, she would not not 

have been the object of harassment."have been the object of harassment."

104 NievaardNievaard could not demonstrate employer liability based upon cocould not demonstrate employer liability based upon co--
worker harassment worker harassment 
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because because ““the City took sufficient action to redress the City took sufficient action to redress Nievaard'sNievaard's

complaints.complaints.””

105 employer can only be held liable if it knew or should have knownemployer can only be held liable if it knew or should have known of the of the 
charged sexual harassment charged sexual harassment 

and failed to implement prompt and appropriate corrective actionand failed to implement prompt and appropriate corrective action..

106 PERMISSIVE INDIFFERENCEPERMISSIVE INDIFFERENCE

whether an employerwhether an employer’’s response was s response was ““prompt and appropriate,prompt and appropriate,””

107 mere negligence in fashioning a remedy was not sufficient for mere negligence in fashioning a remedy was not sufficient for 
the employer to incur liabilitythe employer to incur liability

108 employer will only be liable if its response to allegations of semployer will only be liable if its response to allegations of sexual exual 
harassment involving a coworker harassment involving a coworker 

““manifests indifference or unreasonableness in light of the factsmanifests indifference or unreasonableness in light of the facts the the 

employer knew or should have known.employer knew or should have known.””

109 liable for sex discrimination in violation of Title VII only if liable for sex discrimination in violation of Title VII only if that remedy that remedy 

exhibits such indifference as to indicate an attitude of permissexhibits such indifference as to indicate an attitude of permissiveness iveness 

that amounts to discriminationthat amounts to discrimination

110 ““whether the actions taken by the city were "prompt and appropriawhether the actions taken by the city were "prompt and appropriate." te." 

111 NievaardNievaard argued that argued that ““the actions taken by the HR Department cannot the actions taken by the HR Department cannot 
insulate the City from liability insulate the City from liability 
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if another division of the City, the Parks Department, caused thif another division of the City, the Parks Department, caused these ese 

remedial efforts to be unsuccessful.remedial efforts to be unsuccessful.””

112 mere negligence in fashioning a response is not sufficient to homere negligence in fashioning a response is not sufficient to ho ld an ld an 
employer liable.employer liable.

113 City actually made several attempts to remedy the discriminationCity actually made several attempts to remedy the discrimination, , 

the City has not exhibited "such indifference as to indicate an the City has not exhibited "such indifference as to indicate an attitude attitude 

of permissiveness that amounts to discrimination."of permissiveness that amounts to discrimination."

114 City took prompt and appropriate remedial action City took prompt and appropriate remedial action 

in response to in response to Nievaard'sNievaard's complaints of cocomplaints of co--worker harassment,worker harassment,

115 RECREATION SUPERVISOR GENDER DISCRIMINATIONRECREATION SUPERVISOR GENDER DISCRIMINATION

DemoretDemoret

v. v. ZegarelliZegarelli, , 

(2nd Cir. 6/8/2006) (2nd Cir. 6/8/2006) 

116 alleged the Village mayor and administrator had exposed them to alleged the Village mayor and administrator had exposed them to a a 
““hostile work environment hostile work environment 

[and] disparate treatment because of their gender,[and] disparate treatment because of their gender,””

117 equal protection claims against the Mayor and Village Administraequal protection claims against the Mayor and Village Administrator tor 
under 42 U.S.C. under 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983 1983 

(Section 1983).(Section 1983).
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118 1983 allows an action at law against a "person who, under color 1983 allows an action at law against a "person who, under color of any of any 
statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State .statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State . . . . . 

119 subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United Ssubjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States . . tates . . 
. to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities se. to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by cured by 

the Constitution and laws." 42 U.S.C. the Constitution and laws." 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983.1983.

120 whether whether ““Mayor Mayor ZegarelliZegarelli and Villageand Village Administrator Douglas could be Administrator Douglas could be 
found to have violated plaintiffs' equal protection rights.found to have violated plaintiffs' equal protection rights.””

121 sexsex--based discrimination may be actionable under based discrimination may be actionable under §§ 1983 as a 1983 as a 
violation of equal protection.violation of equal protection.””

122 Section 1983 and Equal Protection Clause Section 1983 and Equal Protection Clause ““protect public employees protect public employees 
from various forms of discrimination, from various forms of discrimination, 

including hostile work environment and disparate treatment, on tincluding hostile work environment and disparate treatment, on the he 

basis of gender.basis of gender.””

123 HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENTHOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENT

124 evidence that the workplace is permeated with discriminatory evidence that the workplace is permeated with discriminatory 
intimidation, ridicule, and insult, intimidation, ridicule, and insult, 

125 that is sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditionsthat is sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of the of the 
victim's employment and create an abusive working environmentvictim's employment and create an abusive working environment

126 must show not only that she subjectively perceived the environmemust show not only that she subjectively perceived the environment to nt to 
be abusive, be abusive, 

but also that the environment was objectively hostile and abusivbut also that the environment was objectively hostile and abusivee
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127 Isolated incidents typically do not rise to the level of a hostiIsolated incidents typically do not rise to the level of a hostile le 
work environmentwork environment

128 unless they are of sufficient severity to alter the terms and counless they are of sufficient severity to alter the terms and conditions of nditions of 
employment as to create such an environmentemployment as to create such an environment

129 incidents must be more than episodic; incidents must be more than episodic; 

they must be sufficiently continuous and concerted in order to bthey must be sufficiently continuous and concerted in order to be e 

deemed pervasive. deemed pervasive. 

130 assess the totality of the circumstances, considering a variety assess the totality of the circumstances, considering a variety of factors of factors 

including the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severincluding the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severity; ity; 

131 whether it is physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere whether it is physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere 
offensive utterance;offensive utterance;

132 and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee's work and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee's work 
performanceperformance

consider the extent to which the conduct occurred because of placonsider the extent to which the conduct occurred because of plaintiffs' intiffs' 

sex.sex.

133 DISPARATE TREATMENTDISPARATE TREATMENT

establish a claim by demonstrating that: establish a claim by demonstrating that: 

134 (1) she is a member of a protected(1) she is a member of a protected class; class; 
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(2) her job performance was satisfactory; (2) her job performance was satisfactory; 

135 (3) she suffered adverse employment action; and (3) she suffered adverse employment action; and 

(4) the action occurred under conditions giving rise to an infer(4) the action occurred under conditions giving rise to an inference of ence of 

discrimination. discrimination. 

136 adverse changes include termination of employment, a demotion adverse changes include termination of employment, a demotion 
evidenced by a decrease in wage or salary, a less distinguished evidenced by a decrease in wage or salary, a less distinguished title, a title, a 

material loss of benefits, significantly diminished material material loss of benefits, significantly diminished material 

responsibilitiesresponsibilities

137 ““[[s]omes]ome of the actions about which Pell complains were not adverse of the actions about which Pell complains were not adverse 
employment actions. employment actions. 

various office movesvarious office moves

Village assigned her a Jeep to use instead of a Ford.Village assigned her a Jeep to use instead of a Ford.

138 paid considerably less than other department heads, all of whom paid considerably less than other department heads, all of whom were were 
malemale

paid less than her predecessors even though she took on more paid less than her predecessors even though she took on more 

responsibility than they had.responsibility than they had.

even paid less than subordinate male employees that she superviseven paid less than subordinate male employees that she supervised.ed.

139 VillageVillage’’s s ““failure to promote Pell to superintendent and the transfer of failure to promote Pell to superintendent and the transfer of 
her employees to another department, which are relevant to her wher employees to another department, which are relevant to her wage age 

claim, may also constitute adverse employment actions. claim, may also constitute adverse employment actions. 

140 ““Pell's allegations regarding her pay, lack of promotion, and remPell's allegations regarding her pay, lack of promotion, and removal of oval of 
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supervisory responsibilities supervisory responsibilities 

form sufficient showings of adverse employment actionform sufficient showings of adverse employment action

141 Pell had offered Pell had offered ““sufficient evidence that male department heads were sufficient evidence that male department heads were 
given raises and allowed more leeway regarding spending during tgiven raises and allowed more leeway regarding spending during the he 

relevant time period.relevant time period.””

142 one one ““could reasonably conclude that could reasonably conclude that ZegarelliZegarelli and Douglas's and Douglas's 
managerial reasons were managerial reasons were pretextualpretextual and that the real reason was and that the real reason was 

discrimination.discrimination.””

143 CONSTITUTIONAL TEST FOR GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN CONSTITUTIONAL TEST FOR GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN 
PUBLIC FACILITIESPUBLIC FACILITIES

144 inquiry regarding alleged gender based discrimination in inquiry regarding alleged gender based discrimination in 
providing public athletic facilities.providing public athletic facilities.

145 In this particular instance, the male leadership of a girls sofIn this particular instance, the male leadership of a girls softball tball 
association in a metro county association in a metro county 

146 claimed that the county (in particular one county commissioner) claimed that the county (in particular one county commissioner) was was 
intentionally ignoring the construction of needed facilities in intentionally ignoring the construction of needed facilities in his his 

geographical area of the county because it would benefit girls/wgeographical area of the county because it would benefit girls/women omen 

participation. participation. 

147 According to the softball association, on several occasions, thiAccording to the softball association, on several occasions, this elected s elected 
commissioner had stated that he "just doesn't want any county pacommissioner had stated that he "just doesn't want any county park rk 

money spent to benefit the girls".money spent to benefit the girls".

148 Title IX, however, prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex Title IX, however, prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex 
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"in education programs receiving Federal financial assistance." "in education programs receiving Federal financial assistance." 

149 While athletics are considered an integral part of an institutioWhile athletics are considered an integral part of an institution's n's 
education program and are therefore covered by Title IX, education program and are therefore covered by Title IX, 

150 Title IX would not necessarily apply to allegations of gender Title IX would not necessarily apply to allegations of gender 
discrimination in the provision of county athletic facilities bydiscrimination in the provision of county athletic facilities bya local park a local park 

and recreation agency and recreation agency 

151 since this situation would not involve "education programs receisince this situation would not involve "education programs receiving ving 
Federal financial assistance." Federal financial assistance." 

152 Sullivan v. Sullivan v. 
City of Cleveland Heights City of Cleveland Heights 

(6th Cir. 03/15/1989)(6th Cir. 03/15/1989)

153 allegations of gender based discrimination may give rise to a feallegations of gender based discrimination may give rise to a federal deral 
claim based upon the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitclaim based upon the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution. ution. 

154 "proper standard for gender"proper standard for gender--based discrimination"based discrimination"

155 "To withstand constitutional challenge, "To withstand constitutional challenge, 
must serve important government objectives and must serve important government objectives and 

must be substantially related to achievement of those objectivesmust be substantially related to achievement of those objectives."."

156 unequal facility for changing clothes. unequal facility for changing clothes. 

whether "Sullivan was accorded treatment by the City of Clevelanwhether "Sullivan was accorded treatment by the City of Cleveland d 
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Heights unequal to that accorded her male counterparts."Heights unequal to that accorded her male counterparts."

157 equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment [to the U.S.equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment [to the U.S.
Constitution] was violated Constitution] was violated 

unless the difference in the facilities bore a substantial relatunless the difference in the facilities bore a substantial relationship to ionship to 

an important governmental objective."an important governmental objective."

158 whether there is substantial evidence that "such unequal treatmewhether there is substantial evidence that "such unequal treatment nt 
existed" in the provision of athletic facilities for women in thexisted" in the provision of athletic facilities for women in the county.e county.

159 FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT FACILITIES?FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT FACILITIES?

Sullivan v. Sullivan v. 

City of Cleveland Heights, City of Cleveland Heights, 

(6th Cir. 03/15/1989)(6th Cir. 03/15/1989)

160 alleged clothesalleged clothes--changing facilities which were made available for her at changing facilities which were made available for her at 
a public hockey arena a public hockey arena 

were unequal to those provided for male hockey players. were unequal to those provided for male hockey players. 

161 ten years old ten years old 
enrolled in the City of Cleveland Heights' hockey program. enrolled in the City of Cleveland Heights' hockey program. 

162 changed clothes for home games in the women's restroom in the lochanged clothes for home games in the women's restroom in the lobby bby 
area area 

163 whether the City had imposed "an unconstitutional classificationwhether the City had imposed "an unconstitutional classification based based 
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on gender" on gender" 

by providing by providing SulivanSulivan an alleged "unequal facility for changing clothes."an alleged "unequal facility for changing clothes."

164 Supreme Court of the United StatesSupreme Court of the United States
Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190

"articulated the proper standard for gender"articulated the proper standard for gender--based discrimination"based discrimination"

165 To withstand constitutional challenge, previous cases establish To withstand constitutional challenge, previous cases establish that that 
classifications by gender classifications by gender 

must serve important government objectives and must be substantimust serve important government objectives and must be substantially ally 

related to achievement of those objectives.related to achievement of those objectives.

166 "whether Sullivan was accorded treatment by the City of Clevelan"whether Sullivan was accorded treatment by the City of Cleveland d 
Heights Heights 

unequal to that accorded her male counterparts." unequal to that accorded her male counterparts." 

167 Sullivan argued "the clothesSullivan argued "the clothes--changing facilities made available for her changing facilities made available for her 
were unequal to the locker room in which the male hockey playerswere unequal to the locker room in which the male hockey players

changed clothes":changed clothes":

168 less secure less secure 
not supervised not supervised 

caused her to miss precaused her to miss pre--game team meetings game team meetings 

169 "Sullivan's claims of unequal treatment were without constitutio"Sullivan's claims of unequal treatment were without constitutional nal 
meritmerit
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170 the facility in which she changed clothes was substantially equathe facility in which she changed clothes was substantially equal to that l to that 
in which the male hockey players changed clothes."in which the male hockey players changed clothes."

171 no indication that the plaintiff, once she has changed, is requino indication that the plaintiff, once she has changed, is required to red to 
leave her belongings unattended or unguarded in the ladies [sic]leave her belongings unattended or unguarded in the ladies [sic]

restroom,restroom,

172 or that she is not permitted to place her belongings in the lockor that she is not permitted to place her belongings in the locker room er room 
area with those of the other players. area with those of the other players. 

173 comparing the facilities contained in the locker room to those ccomparing the facilities contained in the locker room to those contained ontained 
in the ladies' restroom and room attached thereto, in the ladies' restroom and room attached thereto, 

the one is the functional equivalent of the other.the one is the functional equivalent of the other.

174 they were not only aware that the plaintiff was a girl, but thatthey were not only aware that the plaintiff was a girl, but that they made they made 
a conscious and concerted effort a conscious and concerted effort 

not to start any team meetings or engage in any activity, other not to start any team meetings or engage in any activity, other than than 

changing clothes, without the plaintiff's presence. changing clothes, without the plaintiff's presence. 

175 no evidence that the changing area described been the scene of ano evidence that the changing area described been the scene of any ny 
violence, assaults, or threats that would in any way endanger thviolence, assaults, or threats that would in any way endanger the e 

safety or well being of the girlsafety or well being of the girl

176 concluded that "the facility afforded to Sullivan was substantiaconcluded that "the facility afforded to Sullivan was substantially equal lly equal 
to the locker room utilized by the boys on her teamto the locker room utilized by the boys on her team

177 GIRL BANNED FROM PRIVATELY SPONSORED BOYS GIRL BANNED FROM PRIVATELY SPONSORED BOYS 
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTBASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
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Perkins v. Perkins v. 

Londonderry Basketball Club, Londonderry Basketball Club, 

(1st Cir.1999)(1st Cir.1999)

178 refused to allow her to play in a youth basketball tournament berefused to allow her to play in a youth basketball tournament because cause 
of her gender.of her gender.

179 Fourteenth Amendment Fourteenth Amendment 

"No state shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or pr"No state shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, operty, 

without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its 

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." 

180 equal protection clause, however, applies only to action by statequal protection clause, however, applies only to action by state e 
government or officials (including political subdivisions), and government or officials (including political subdivisions), and those those 

significantly involved with them.significantly involved with them.

181 so entwined with governmental policies or so impregnated with a so entwined with governmental policies or so impregnated with a 
governmental character as to become subject to the constitutionagovernmental character as to become subject to the constitutiona l l 

limitations placed upon state action." limitations placed upon state action." 

182 "regulation of private entities like LBC normally is accomplishe"regulation of private entities like LBC normally is accomplished d 
through statutes, through statutes, 

not through the Constitution."not through the Constitution."

183 claim fails for want of state action."claim fails for want of state action."

Two members of Two members of LBC'sLBC's fivefive--member board of directors happen to member board of directors happen to 

serve as members of the Recreation Commission,serve as members of the Recreation Commission,
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184 LBC uses the town's public school gymnasium for league and LBC uses the town's public school gymnasium for league and 
tournament play.tournament play.

185 Like other groups that use the Town's facilities, LBC pays a manLike other groups that use the Town's facilities, LBC pays a mandatory datory 
security fee to a private service but pays no rent. security fee to a private service but pays no rent. 

186 points of contact between LBC and the Town: LBC holds meetings ipoints of contact between LBC and the Town: LBC holds meetings in n 
school buildings, distributes flyers regarding tryout schedules school buildings, distributes flyers regarding tryout schedules through through 

the schoolsthe schools

187 PRIVATE PARTY PRIVATE PARTY 
"STATE ACTION"? "STATE ACTION"? 

188 no direct "state action" because "LBC is not structurally an armno direct "state action" because "LBC is not structurally an arm of of 
municipal government." municipal government." 

actions by a private entity could become "state action" if the pactions by a private entity could become "state action" if the private rivate 

entity:entity:

189 1) assumes a traditional public function when it undertakes to p1) assumes a traditional public function when it undertakes to perform erform 
the challenged conduct, or the challenged conduct, or 

190 (2) an elaborate financial or regulatory nexus ties the challeng(2) an elaborate financial or regulatory nexus ties the challenged ed 
conduct to the State, orconduct to the State, or

(3) a symbiotic relationship exists between the private entity a(3) a symbiotic relationship exists between the private entity and the nd the 

State. State. 

191 TRADITIONAL TRADITIONAL 
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PUBLIC FUNCTION TEST PUBLIC FUNCTION TEST 

192 Perkins argued that LBC had "assumed a traditional public functiPerkins argued that LBC had "assumed a traditional public function" on" 
because "LBC took over the task of operating the youth basketbalbecause "LBC took over the task of operating the youth basketball l 

program from the town's recreation director."program from the town's recreation director."

193 public function analysis is designed to flush out a State's attepublic function analysis is designed to flush out a State's attempt to mpt to 
evade its responsibilities evade its responsibilities 

by delegating them to private entities.by delegating them to private entities.

194 plaintiff must show more than the mere performance of a public plaintiff must show more than the mere performance of a public 
function by a private entityfunction by a private entity

195 must show that the function is one exclusively reserved to the Smust show that the function is one exclusively reserved to the State.tate.

196 administration of an amateur sports program lacks the element ofadministration of an amateur sports program lacks the element of
exclusivity exclusivity 

and therefore is not a traditional public functionand therefore is not a traditional public function

197 Neither the conduct nor the coordination of amateur sports has bNeither the conduct nor the coordination of amateur sports has been a een a 
traditional governmental functiontraditional governmental function

198 held that held that LBC'sLBC's conduct did not constitute "state action" under the conduct did not constitute "state action" under the 
traditional public function testtraditional public function test

199 LBC'sLBC's basketball program, like most youth sports programs, was not basketball program, like most youth sports programs, was not 
"not exclusively governmental." "not exclusively governmental." 
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200 NEXUS TEST NEXUS TEST 

201 show a close nexus between the State and the challenged action oshow a close nexus between the State and the challenged action of the f the 
private entity private entity 

so that the action of the latter may be fairly treated as that oso that the action of the latter may be fairly treated as that o f the State f the State 

itself."itself."

202 show that the State has exercised coercive power or has providedshow that the State has exercised coercive power or has provided such such 
significant encouragement, either overt or covert, significant encouragement, either overt or covert, 

that the challenged conduct fairly can be attributed to the Statthat the challenged conduct fairly can be attributed to the State. e. 

203 town's "sanctioning requirements and the reserved power to regultown's "sanctioning requirements and the reserved power to regulate ate 
the use of school gymnasium"the use of school gymnasium"

of generic benefits /such as the rentof generic benefits /such as the rent--free use of facilities)" did not free use of facilities)" did not 

constitute state action.constitute state action.

204 PARK POLICE PREGNANCY DISCRIMINATION CLAIMPARK POLICE PREGNANCY DISCRIMINATION CLAIM

205 Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 makes it unlawTitle VII of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 makes it unlawful ful 
to "discriminate against any individual to "discriminate against any individual 

206 with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privilegwith respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of es of 
employment because of such individual's race, color, religion, semployment because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or ex, or 

national origin." national origin." 

42 U.S.C. 42 U.S.C. §§2000e2000e--2.2.
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207 1978, Title VII was amended by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act 1978, Title VII was amended by the Pregnancy Discrimination Act 
("PDA"), 42 U.S.C. ("PDA"), 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e(k)2000e(k)

208 clarify that pregnancy discrimination is a form of gender discriclarify that pregnancy discrimination is a form of gender discrimination mination 
prohibited by Title VII.prohibited by Title VII.

209 "a woman affected by pregnancy shall be treated the same for all"a woman affected by pregnancy shall be treated the same for all
employmentemployment--related purposes related purposes 

as other persons not so affected but similar in their ability oras other persons not so affected but similar in their ability or inability to inability to 

work." 42 U.S.C. work." 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e(k).2000e(k).

210 six female police officers in Suffolk County, New York commencedsix female police officers in Suffolk County, New York commenced a a 
pregnancy discrimination lawsuit against the County pregnancy discrimination lawsuit against the County 

((LochrenLochren v. Suffolk County).v. Suffolk County).

211 eligibility for lighteligibility for light--duty assignments was limited to county police officers duty assignments was limited to county police officers 
suffering from a worksuffering from a work--related injury. related injury. 

212 GermainGermain v. v. 
County of Suffolk  County of Suffolk  

(E.D. N.Y. 5/29/2009),(E.D. N.Y. 5/29/2009),

213 County refused her request to be assigned to light duty during tCounty refused her request to be assigned to light duty during the he 
course of her pregnancy.course of her pregnancy.

214 GermainGermain was "ineligible for lightwas "ineligible for light--duty because such assignments were duty because such assignments were 
reserved only for Park Department police officers who suffered freserved only for Park Department police officers who suffered from rom 

injuries sustained on the job."injuries sustained on the job."

215 GermainGermain exhausted all of her accrued leave time.exhausted all of her accrued leave time.
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forced to take unpaid leave. forced to take unpaid leave. 

216 GermainGermain was also without health benefits and did not accrue seniority was also without health benefits and did not accrue seniority 
for this time period.for this time period.

217 Germain'sGermain's husband, a county police officer, had requested permission husband, a county police officer, had requested permission 
to transfer his accrued sick leave to his wife so that she wouldto transfer his accrued sick leave to his wife so that she would not have not have 

to take unpaid leave.to take unpaid leave.

218 labor relations director denied the requestlabor relations director denied the request

director told director told Germain'sGermain's husband that he would not consider his request husband that he would not consider his request 

while his wife's lawsuit was pending.while his wife's lawsuit was pending.

219 labor relations director indicated that he would attempt to labor relations director indicated that he would attempt to 
accommodate the husband's request for a transfer of his sick leaaccommodate the husband's request for a transfer of his sick leave to ve to 

his wife his wife 

if if GermainGermain withdrew her Title VII lawsuit.withdrew her Title VII lawsuit.

220

DISPARATE IMPACTDISPARATE IMPACT

221 discrimination claim under Title VII may be based upon "disparatdiscrimination claim under Title VII may be based upon "disparate e 
impact." impact." 

222 employment practices that are facially neutral in their treatmenemployment practices that are facially neutral in their treatment of t of 
different groups but that in fact fall more harshly on one groupdifferent groups but that in fact fall more harshly on one group than than 

another and cannot be justified by business necessity.another and cannot be justified by business necessity.
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223 GermainGermain alleged that "the Park Department's policy of limiting lightalleged that "the Park Department's policy of limiting light--duty duty 
assignments only to those officers who suffer from occupational assignments only to those officers who suffer from occupational injuries injuries 

has a disparate impact on pregnant women,"has a disparate impact on pregnant women,"

224 County had argued that "the policy does not offend the PDA County had argued that "the policy does not offend the PDA 
because the Park Department has applied the policy because the Park Department has applied the policy 
consistently to all officers, consistently to all officers, 

225 whether pregnant or not, who have sought lightwhether pregnant or not, who have sought light--duty assignments duty assignments 
because of nonbecause of non--occupational injuries."occupational injuries."

226 federal district court rejected this argument.federal district court rejected this argument.

227 Under the PDA, the issue is whether the impact of the challengedUnder the PDA, the issue is whether the impact of the challenged
policy is disparate or more onerous on pregnant women than otherpolicy is disparate or more onerous on pregnant women than other

similarly situated employees, similarly situated employees, 

228 not the nature of the condition which gave rise to an inability not the nature of the condition which gave rise to an inability to work.to work.

229 SIMILAR INABILITY TO WORKSIMILAR INABILITY TO WORK

230 PDA only requires PDA only requires GermainGermain to show that nonto show that non--pregnant Park pregnant Park 
Department officers similarly unable to perform fullDepartment officers similarly unable to perform full--duty assignments duty assignments 

were treated more favorably than her."were treated more favorably than her."

231 PDA would not require PDA would not require GermainGermain to "demonstrate that the employee to "demonstrate that the employee 
who received more favorable treatment who received more favorable treatment 
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be similarly situated in all respects." be similarly situated in all respects." 

232 PDA requires only that the employee be similar in his or her "abPDA requires only that the employee be similar in his or her "ability or ility or 
inability to work." inability to work." 

233 court found "the distinction the Park Department's policy draws court found "the distinction the Park Department's policy draws 
between occupational and nonbetween occupational and non--occupational injuriesoccupational injuries

necessarily excludes pregnant women from lightnecessarily excludes pregnant women from light--duty." duty." 

234 pregnant officer and the nonpregnant officer and the non--pregnant officer pregnant officer 

are similarly situated in their inability to perform fullare similarly situated in their inability to perform full--duty work."duty work."

235 Park Department's lightPark Department's light--duty policy has a disparate impact on pregnant duty policy has a disparate impact on pregnant 
women" women" 

in violation of the PDA.in violation of the PDA.

236 burden would ordinarily shift to the employer County to show thaburden would ordinarily shift to the employer County to show tha t the t the 
challenged policy challenged policy 

was consistent with "business necessity." was consistent with "business necessity." 

237 GermainGermain had shown she was qualified for assignment to lighthad shown she was qualified for assignment to light--duty work duty work 
because she was unable to work fullbecause she was unable to work full--duty and there was lightduty and there was light--duty work duty work 

available in the park police department. available in the park police department. 
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238 GermainGermain contended that "the Park Department's refusal to amend its contended that "the Park Department's refusal to amend its 
policy in the wake of the policy in the wake of the LochrenLochren consent decree reflected its animus consent decree reflected its animus 

[i.e., prejudiced ill will] towards pregnant women."[i.e., prejudiced ill will] towards pregnant women."

239 federal district court found that a jury should also determine "federal district court found that a jury should also determine "whether whether 
Suffolk County's failure to amend the Park Department's lightSuffolk County's failure to amend the Park Department's light--duty duty 

policy reflects the County's animus toward women."policy reflects the County's animus toward women."

240 RETALIATION RETALIATION 

241 alleged that "Suffolk County's refusal to permit her husband to alleged that "Suffolk County's refusal to permit her husband to transfer transfer 
his accrued sick leave time to her was an act of retaliation withis accrued sick leave time to her was an act of retaliation within the hin the 

meaning of Title VII."meaning of Title VII."

242 letter from the county's director of labor relations, for a reasletter from the county's director of labor relations, for a reasonable jury onable jury 
to conclude that "Suffolk County's stated reason for denying to conclude that "Suffolk County's stated reason for denying Germain'sGermain's

request was a pretext for unlawful retaliation."request was a pretext for unlawful retaliation."

243 denied the County's motions for summary judgment, denied the County's motions for summary judgment, GeraminGeramin would would 
have an opportunity to prove her PDA claims in a jury trial.have an opportunity to prove her PDA claims in a jury trial.

244 TRANSSEXUAL ADVANTAGE IN WOMEN'S COMPETITION?TRANSSEXUAL ADVANTAGE IN WOMEN'S COMPETITION?

245 whether a transsexual person, formerly male but now female, is whether a transsexual person, formerly male but now female, is 
considered a female for sports team purposesconsidered a female for sports team purposes

246 GENDER DETERMINATIONGENDER DETERMINATION
Richards v. United States Tennis AssociationRichards v. United States Tennis Association, 93 Misc. 2d 713; 400 , 93 Misc. 2d 713; 400 

N.Y.S.2d 267 (8/16/1977),N.Y.S.2d 267 (8/16/1977),
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247 whether a male who had had sex reassignment surgery could qualifwhether a male who had had sex reassignment surgery could qualify to y to 
participate in a women's tennis tournament.participate in a women's tennis tournament.

248 July 1976, for the first time, the USTA required a sex determinaJuly 1976, for the first time, the USTA required a sex determination test tion test 
for women in connection with the United Statesfor women in connection with the United States

249 USTA refused Richards' request to waive the sex determination teUSTA refused Richards' request to waive the sex determination test. st. 

250 USTA stated that it had adopted the required test to determine tUSTA stated that it had adopted the required test to determine the he 
presence of a second "x" chromosome in the "normal female" and, presence of a second "x" chromosome in the "normal female" and, 

thus, insure competitive fairnessthus, insure competitive fairness

251 USTA, such a test was necessary to avoid "a competitive advantagUSTA, such a test was necessary to avoid "a competitive advantage e 
for a male who has undergone 'sex change' surgery as a result offor a male who has undergone 'sex change' surgery as a result of

physical training and development as a male." physical training and development as a male." 

252 opinion of the surgeon, Richards would have no unfair advantage opinion of the surgeon, Richards would have no unfair advantage 
"when competing against other women.""when competing against other women."

253 surgeon found Richards' "muscle development, weight, height and surgeon found Richards' "muscle development, weight, height and 
physique fit within the female norm."physique fit within the female norm."

254 USTA'sUSTA's chromosomal test would classify Richards as a man, chromosomal test would classify Richards as a man, 

255 another physician stated that Richards "would be considered a feanother physician stated that Richards "would be considered a female male 
by any reasonable test of sexualityby any reasonable test of sexuality

256 has the externalhas the externalgenital appearance, the internal organ appearance, genital appearance, the internal organ appearance, 
gonadalgonadal identity, identity, endocrinologicalendocrinological makeup and psychological and makeup and psychological and 

social development of a female."social development of a female."
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257 UNFAIR TESTUNFAIR TEST

258 USTA'sUSTA's decision to require a sex determination test for the 1976 Unitedecision to require a sex determination test for the 1976 United d 
States Open was "a direct result of plaintiff's application to tStates Open was "a direct result of plaintiff's application to the 1976 he 1976 

United States Open."United States Open."

259 until August, 1976, "there had been no sex determination test inuntil August, 1976, "there had been no sex determination test in the 95the 95--
year history of the USTA national championships, other than a siyear history of the USTA national championships, other than a simple mple 

phenotype test (observation of primary and secondary sexual phenotype test (observation of primary and secondary sexual 

characteristics)." characteristics)." 

260 court found court found USTA'sUSTA's requirement that Richards pass a chromosomal requirement that Richards pass a chromosomal 
test "in order to be eligible to participate in the women's singtest "in order to be eligible to participate in the women's singles of the les of the 

United States Open" United States Open" 

261 was "grossly unfair, discriminatory and inequitable, and was "grossly unfair, discriminatory and inequitable, and violativeviolative of her of her 
rights under the Human Rights Law of this State."rights under the Human Rights Law of this State."

262 only justification for using a sex determination test in athletionly justification for using a sex determination test in athletic c 
competition is to prevent fraud, i.e., men masquerading as womencompetition is to prevent fraud, i.e., men masquerading as women, , 

competing against women.competing against women.

263 court found USTA had violated the state human rights law court found USTA had violated the state human rights law 

264 granted plaintiff's request for a court order which would allow granted plaintiff's request for a court order which would allow her to her to 
"qualify and/or participate in the United States Open Tennis "qualify and/or participate in the United States Open Tennis 

Tournament, as a woman in the Women's Division." Tournament, as a woman in the Women's Division." 

265


